Our Vision
To satisfy customers with superior quality packaging solution at competitive price.
To update with advanced technology, for giving best available solution.
Apart from standard range, we also offer our packaging material in
customizedspecifications

to suit the varying demands of our clients.

Moreover, we also offer consultancy services and technical advice to various industries
related to designing quality packaging films.

Industries Cater To
Our range of packaging material is used for effectively packing any type of material.
Our clients appreciate these products for the reliable packing solutions they provide.
With our range of products, we cater to the needs of:


Foods and beverages



Dairy Industries



Cosmetics and toiletries



Agriculture industry



Chemical industries



Confectionary industry



Pharmaceuticals industry



Electrical industry



Oils & lubricants



Garment industry



Retail industry and many more

The packaging material is cautiously examined upon receipt to ensure it is not defective.
Further, we even follow established quality standards in products stocking, packaging and
delivery. Our affinity to ensure timely delivery of the products has given us an edge over our
competitors and enabled us to garner vast clientele across the nation.
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Client Satisfaction
With an industrial experience of more than 2 decades, our ethical business practices have
made us one of the trusted partners of our esteemed clients across the globe.
Our organization is reckoned domestically by our clients in the chemical, oil,
pharmaceuticals and food industries.


We offer quality packaging material that increases our reputation and popularity in the
relevant industry. Our organization has garnered a vast list of esteemed clientele,
through our qualitative range and unstinting technical & consultancy service, in the
industry.

Our Strengths
 Ethical business practices
 Strict quality control method
 Experienced professionals having in-depth knowledge of market
 Trends and customer requirements
 Competitive price
 Prompt delivery

INDUSTRIAL PERSECPTIVES PRODUCT RANGE
Indestrial Persepectives Est. has a wide range of products fulfilling needs for Packaging
Industry in Saudi Arabia.

1. PLASTIC PALLETS
2. PLASTIC CRATES
3. PALLET WRAPPING STRETCH FILM ROLLS
4. PVC CLING FILMS – FOOD WRAPPING
5. PP & PET STRAPPING BANDS
6. BOPP SELF ADHESIVE SEALING TAPES (Available in Plain and Printed)
7. SELF LOCK PLASTIC ZIPPER BAGS
8. ALUMINIUM FOIL POUCHES
9. VACUUM BAGS
10. PVC SHRINK FILMS (Center Folded)
11. POF SHRINK FILMS (Center Folded)
12. TEAR TAPES
13. PVC BAG NECK SEALING BUNDLING TAPES
14. BUBBLE WRAP ROLL
15. POLYTHENE SHEET ROLLS
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1. PLASTIC PALLETS
Our plastic pallets are an innovative solution to reduce the cost of material handling systems.
It is a cost effective alternative to traditional wooden pallets. A range of Plastic Pallets
provides greater choice to our customers & meet their requirements of every storage &
material handling application.

We offer a range of plastic pallets to provide the best palletizing solution in material
handling; we offer pallets for Heavy, Medium & Light duty Racking, Non Racking,
Stacking, Storing application. We also have
innovative range of Light weight plastic pallet for
export cargo. Currently we are offering Pallets in
different specifications and dimensions which
are manufactured by Roto moulding, Injection
moulding and thermoforming process plastic
pallet which cater to different needs and
application of our customers.


Roto Mould Plastic Pallet



HDPE Injection moulded Pallets



Light Weight Export Pallets



Super Saver Opt edges Export
Palletizing

Cost effective
The initial cost of plastic pallets is a great deal more than wooden pallets, but Life span of
plastic pallets is several times longer than that of the wooden pallets. Due to its durability and
benefits, users can realize the cost savings in using plastic pallet within 3-5 years.
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Stability / Safety
Even after a few years of usage, our pallets will retain its original condition in terms of size,
rigidity and shock absorbency. It is known that faulty wooden pallets are dangerous for the
operation. Our pallets will ensure the safety of its usage for a long time.

Clean & Sanitary
Our pallets are weather proof, termite proof & Fungus resistant, & can be cleaned by water
or air.

Resistant to Chemicals
Our plastic pallets are resistant to most chemical, hence does not rot, decay decompose or
react with stored material, it will protect your material at their best condition.

No Maintenance Cost
Plastic pallets do not leave any chips, nor have nails hence no maintenance required like
wooden pallet.

Standard Design & Specification
Design and specifications of pallet are as per International standard; hence pallet can be
handled by any standard handling equipment.

Strong & Durable
Due to one piece moulding structure, reinforcement designing technology our pallets are
strong enough to take any kind of load in repeated use.

2. PLASTIC CRATES
Industrial Plastic Crates offered by us is ideal for use in different stores, super markets and
retail counters for storage, stacking and nesting of packed items
The Industrial Plastic Crates offered by us are known for optimum quality, superior finish,
availability in wide sizes and for their durability. These are shallow milk crates most ideal for
retail milk counters. The crates are offered in standard, as well as in custom made sizes,
colours and designs. Clients can avail their own type of Industrial Plastic Crates from us at a
very competent price. The products from " Indestrial Persepectives Est " are known for
quality and durability.
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We are a well established firm and importer of Industrial Plastic Crates. These are easily
stackable crates for storage and transport industrial products.
We offer plastic dairy crates of superior quality and fine finish. These are very durable,
sturdy and safe to use dairy crates to store dairy products. These are ideal for use in dairy
farms and milk processing units. The crates can also be used to store other products.
Has variety of Jumbo Crates is available with lids. The plastic jumbo crates & their lids are
made of high quality plastic and are designed for convenient handling and better tailor made
Partitions can be made according to your specifications.
We are pioneer in the field of material handling crates. The best thing about us is that we
maintained in delivering best material and designs in the offered product range as well as
ensuring their availability at best market prices.
Product Features:
 Made from 100% virgin plastic
 Weatherproof and UV resistant products
 Designed to withstand crudest of handling

Some of the areas where our products find application include industries like Beverages, Dairy,
Fruit & vegetable, Bakery, Fisheries, Automotive, Electronics Caterers, Garments, Soft drinks
Cold Storages, FMCG, Retailing, Textile and other industries where storage, stacking &
nesting is required.

Our Products
We have a well-known name offering plastic crates and baskets for material storage and
handling. With specialization in the manufacturing of material handling crates, our product
approach backed by comprehensive R&D of market. Our products meet the nesting,
stacking and storage needs of client from numerous segments. Hence, we offer a vast array
of crates and baskets as follows.


Super market Plastic Baskets



Industrial Plastic Crates



Industrial Storage Crates



Fruit & Vegetable



Dairy Crates



Jumbo Crates



Jumbo Crates - Plain & With mesh



Fishery Basket



Multiple Usage Crates
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Our Product Strengths













Beverages
Dairy
Fruit & vegetable
Bakery
Fisheries
Automotive
Electronics Catering units
Garments
Soft drink cold storages
FMCG
Retailing
Textile & other industries where storage, stacking and nesting is required

3. PALLET WRAPPING STRETCH FILM ROLLS
We bring forth a wide range of stretch wrap film which is highly appreciated for features
such as puncture resistance elongation, even thickness and excellent clarity.
These are in conformation with the industrial standards and we are using high grade material.
We also custom design our range of Stretch Wrap Film on stretch-ability, puncture
resistance and transparency as per the requirements of our clients.
For Machine Grade quality with more than 300% stretchability and high tensile strength.
Tear Resistance: High quality cast film machine rolls, transparent and quiet in use.
Suitable for all Stretch Wrapping System.
For high speed machine wrapping of large pelletized loads.
Offers excellent tear strength to protect sharp corners.
Core Diameter: 50mm & 76 mm.
Ensure you pallets stay secure in transit.
Recommended for use in deep freeze storage.

Stretch Wrapping Process:
Is a process in which a pre-extruded film is wrapped around products of any shape and
size to provide a firm grip on the package.
The characteristic of the film helps in self adhesion without any external aid.
Easy to apply.
Film is already stretched so it requires less tension, and can be used quickly and easily.
Secures loads effectively to the pallet.
Your pallets will not loose shape and your goods will stay protected.
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Benefits of Stretch Wrapping:
 Strong & Clear Film
 Sticks only to itself to prevent products on pallets from









moving while in transit.
Very popular pallet wrap in the flood industry.
Waterproof & Resistant
Dust & bad weather protection.
By using Stretch film, no need of strapping the pallets.
Recommended for Parcels, bundles and pallets.
Secures irregular shaped loads.
Suitable for use with standard cores.
Recommended for use in deep freeze storage.

Typical properties of Pallet stretch wrapping
Films (Specifications)

TD

Mpa

5

%

5

gm

5

TD
TD

60 61 61 62 62 63 65 66 68
460 465 469 474 479 483 498 508 523
350 355 361 369 371 377 394 405 424

Machine Roll Stretch Wrap Film & Typical range of Stretch Wrap

Cast Stretch manual Wrap Film
Manual: High transparency and good cling property. This is an economy product for
general purpose hand wrapping.
Antistatic: During transportation of static sensitive materials especially electronic
goods and components.
Clings: Layers of films clings to the package even at the high Stretch levels.
Clarity: High degree of transparency for see-through packaging of domestic items.
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4. PVC CLING FILMS – FOOD WRAPPING
The PVC Cling Film is made from high quality raw materials that add value to the finished
structure. Our PVC Cling Film is available in various sizes and thickness ranges that are made
keeping in the mind the requirements of different industries. Also, we are able to provide PVC
Cling Film in customized sizes as per the specifications provided by the clients.

Our PVC Cling Film is in huge demand in the market for its perfect texture, high strength, and
durability. Consequently, our PVC Cling Film offers ultimate packaging solution to Food and
Agricultural Industries. Our supplier can produce huge quantity of PVC Cling Film thereby
meeting the bulk requirements of the clients. Apart from the above, we provide PVC Cling
Films at the market’s leading price.
We are engaged in premium quality PVC Cling Film in various sizes and thickness ranges.
Our PVC Cling Film is made from high grade raw materials due to which it has high strength
and durability. Moreover, our PVC Cling Film are at the most discounted price in the industry.
We are engaged in offering high quality Food Wrap Films, which are used for wrapping the
food items. These films prevent food from insects and dust, and keep it fresh. These also
minimize the risk of wastage. Moreover, our product is profoundly used for food. We provide
our clients only superior range of food wrapping cling films that are successful in catering
to their diverse packaging.
Thickness: 10 micron to 12 micron
Width:
Maximum 2000 meter
Color:
Transparent / Clear
Core:

76 mm

PVC Cling Films have the features of high temperature and cold temperature resistant, allows
a product keep longer the freshness and provides a long period of storage.
The PVC cling films are highly appreciated by our clients.
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Our PVC Cling films complied with food-safety requirements in accordance to EU and FDA
regulations.
The film allows great flexibility for wrapping all kinds of food product.
PVC Cling Films is highly glossed and crystal transparent, which helps to enhance food
presentation.
It can be used in the latest automatic wrapping machine which requires high
stretchability and resistance to perforation.

5. PP & PET STRAPPING BANDS
Strapping bands are one of the most modern packaging materials.
Strapping bands we offer are used for:
 Packing of moulded and piece goods (strips, paneling, furniture);
 Packing of bale goods (newspapers, magazines);
 For drawing heavy loads (heavy boxes, metal, bricks, paving slabs on pallets).

Polypropylene strapping bands are simple, cheap and convenient packaging material. They are
indispensable when products need to be stacked, packed into layers, when outer packaging
(corrugated box, bale or sack) needs to be armored, when the weight of the goods needs to be
stabilized on the pallets. A wide range of parameters of strapping bands allows using them for loads
of any weights and sizes.
Polypropylene strapping bands have become acknowledged internationally as a cheap &
reliable packaging material since long, and continue to increase their popularity in MiddleEast.
PP strapping are of high-quality materials and has outstanding geometrical parameters which
allow using it on mechanical, semi-automatic and automatic strapping machines.
Polypropylene strapping band is a winding material coiled into bobbins (reels). The
advantages of applying strapping band are: lightness, strength, easiness of application,
absence of rust and of spots on goods. Polypropylene bands don't recoil like a spring, which
prevents injuries. It also can be fully recycled.
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Good plasticity and part pulling ability












Low density
Low volume cost
High strap tension
Good impact resistance
Good retained tension even loads move or shrink
No Corner damage of the load, low friction
No rust marks on product
Equal corner tension distribution
Non-metallic material and therefore non corrosive
Resists to high degree environmental influences
Easy handling for disposal or recycling process

Features:
 With 100% virgin PP raw materials for the best quality
 High tensile strength and uniform quality
 Excellent welding property
 Good flexibility and weather ability
 Compatible with any kind of auto-strapping machine and also semi-automatic machine.
 Improve your packaging productivity with the lower trouble rate of strapping machine.


Printing your logo or special words on strapping band is available if your
volume of Straps are high in demand.

Polyester Strapping bands
Polyester band is designed for packing heavy loads.
The big quantity of undeniable advantages of high-strength PET strapping bands
provides the growing demand for it. There appears a serious competition between PET and
steel bands. PET strapping band is necessary for higher level of economy, prevention of
damage to the products during transportation, simplification of loading and unloading
processes, storage of goods, and to exclude the application of special means of
transportation.

Advantages of PET bands
Polyester strapping band has tensile strength comparable to that of steel band, but
exceeds it in a series of parameters: elasticity (or return memory), efficiency (polyester band is 7
times lighter than steel one), resistance to chemical influence and to shock loads.
Polyester strapping band has elastic elongation - a quality absent at steel bands.
For heavy products PET band is often more reliable and cheap packaging than steel band.
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The tension of PET bands practically doesn't change with time. It's not sensible to UV, which
allows to store goods in open areas, and withstands high temperatures. These qualities
make polyester band an ideal packaging material. If the load volume decreases, PET band
compensates it due to its ability to reverse deformation. PET band is strongly tensed, thus
saving its clamping force.
The temperature range of PET bands use is from -70°С to +90°С. High heat resistance of
PET bands makes it possible to use them for winding packages before placing them into a
drying chamber.

Areas of application of PET strapping bands
1. Construction and finishing materials - for example, brick, border stone, gypsum
plasterboard, profiles, ceramic tiles, foam concrete, roofing, slate roofing, heat- insulating
materials.
2. The products of woodworking industry - various lumber, chipboard, MDF, chipboard,
plywood, furniture production,etc.
3. Paper, cardboard, printing products - products in boxes, corrugated cardboard in packs and
pallets, cardboard products, paper in rolls and packs.
4. Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy - pipes, cable, profile, rod, car.
5. Food products - food, drinks in glass containers, drinks in PET, drinks in aluminium cans, fish.
6. The products of the petrochemical industry, plastic products, chemical fibre, polypropylene
bags, pipes, rubber hoses.
7. Engineering, household appliances, flatware - bearings, equipment on pallets, products in
boxes.
8. Appliances: refrigerators, gas and electric cookers, and other household appliances.
9. Packaging textiles, cotton.
PET band is applied when safe and strong coupling with fixation of products to provide
safe transportation and storage is needed.

Comparison of PP and PET bands

Technical characteristics
Density, kg/m3
Vic at softening point in a liquid medium
under the influence of force of 10 N, °С
Modulus of elasticity at bending, MPa
Melting point, °С

PP

PET

920-930

1360-1400

150-154

245-248

1200-1600
160-168

2500-3000
255-265
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6. BOPP SELF ADHESIVE SEALING TAEPS
Backed by the vast industry experience of two decades, we hold immense expertise in
offering BOPP self-adhesive tapes.
 We do offer BOPP tapes in Jumbo rolls,
 Custom Printed BOPP self adhesive tapes

These products are offered to the clients in various designs, colours and widths.
We offer B. O. P. P. Film based tapes that are coated with superior aqueous acrylic
adhesive.
These tapes have high adhesion strength & non-aging properties and are moisture- proof.
Hence, these are suitable for all types of packaging needs.
We bring forth an exquisite array of Brown BOPP Self Adhesive Tapes especially used for
Cargo movers.

Our Bopp Self Adhesive Tape is available in transparent, brown colour with colourful prints.
Moreover, these are available in standard width ranging from 12mm to 75 mm
We can offer any meters and any microns as per our customer requirement.
We can also offer to print name, logo in any colour of your choice.
Our tapes are known to have quality adhesive and these can stick on paper, cardboard,
wooden board, plastic, walls, linen and other materials.
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7. SELF LOCK PLASTIC ZIPPER BAGS
We are committed to offer self-lock bags that are also known as re-sealable bag. These
bags are available in various sizes, thicknesses and are adorned with prints using advanced
printing methods.

Reliable and durable, the bags are available in standard as well as customized specifications
and prices to suit the varying demands of customers. The zip lock bags, pouches offered by
us are in different options like:


Zip Lock with L.D. Bag



Zip Lock with laminated pouch

These Zip Lock Bags are available in various sizes, designs, colours and outstanding
quality.
We use premium grade, eco-friendly materials and advanced technology in these products.
Durable, wear & tear resistant and transparency are some of the features that are extremely
appreciated by our clients.
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8. ALUMINIUM FOIL POUCHES
We are leading Supplier & Importer of Aluminium Foil Pouches.
Aluminium Foil Pouches are made using high quality Aluminium Foils to ensure their
durability in its utility.

They are customized in various dimensions as per the specifications of the clients.
These pouches are used to pack the high moisture affected products.
Food products packed in this pouches are widely applauded for their freshness, taste and
aroma.
They are used in various industries for packing various kinds of products.

9. VACUUM BAGS
Vacuum packaging is the process of extracting air around a product and then sealing the product in an
impermeable package. It protects the product from oxidation, spoilage and corrosion. Vacuum packaging is
used in food, medical, clean room, and many other industries. Barrier bags are used for vacuum sealing
because polyethylene or polypropylene bags are both porous and cannot hold the vacuum for long term
storage.

We are one of the eminent importers of a wide range of Vacuum Pouches.
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These pouches are sealed from all the sides in order to preserve the packed items from
water and moisture.
In addition to this, the pouches are capable of withstanding varying temperature and are
tamper and water-proof making these pouches a preferred choice for packaging food
items & chemicals.
Further, in order to make our range of Vacuum Pouches attractive, we make use of
various printing methods to emboss attractive prints on the pouches.
Available in various specifications. Our Vacuum Pouches are also offered in customized
options to suit the varying demands of our clients.

10. PVC SHRINK FILMS (Center Folded)

PVC SHRINK FILMS or Poly Vinyl Chloride shrink films are one of the most popular varieties
of shrink film discovered in recent times. This type of shrink film is very high on clarity and
gloss and has a very good shrinkability. The inherent characteristic of being printable adds to
its acceptability. The film shrinks at a low temperature as compared to other shrink films.
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11. POF SHRINK FILMS (Center Folded)
POF Shrink Rolls owing to its high-strength and tear-resistance, it is being widely used in a
number of industries across the world. Though the film is a little hazy as compared to PVC
shrink film, and it also shrinks at a little higher temperature as compared to PVC, but being
environment-friendly and easily available, it is the first choice of packers.

Polyolefin (POF) shrink film is a combination of PVC and LDPE shrink film as far as the
characteristics goes. It possesses the clarity and gloss of PVC and strength and tearresistance of LDPE shrink film. It is food grade and can be safely applied for packing of food
items.
Another property of POF shrink film is that it shrinks at very low temperatures and has
excellent shrinkage percentage in both the directions.
POF shrink films are flat or center-folded rolls. They have the following properties:
 High clarity
 Fast & high shrinkage ratio
 High environmental protection
 Tear enduringly & pound resistively
POF Shrink Film are used for packing both regular & irregular shape products such
as boxes, cups, stationary, books, toys, pesticide, food, cosmetics, record & video
tapes.
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12. TEAR TAPES
Our organization provides a comprehensive array of advanced Hologram Tapes, which are
provided in a number of designs, colours and shapes. These Tear Tapes are fabricated using
supreme quality raw materials, these tapes are manufactured in accordance to industry set
standards. Further, they are available in bright colours and are appropriate for various packs
and cartons.

Backed by use of cutting edge technology and well equipped manufacturing facility, we offer
quality Tear Tape. Moreover, our ranges of tapes are superior in quality and finds application
for packaging of cards, cigarettes, medicines, food, stationery and audio-visual products.
Available in various specifications, these can also be custom made as per the client’s specific
requirements.
We are one of the reputed organizations engaged in manufacturing and supplying of
premium quality Tear Tape, which is widely used for security packaging and promotional
purposes. Fabricated with the most sophisticated technologies using premium quality raw
materials under the strict supervision of our experts, these products are highly appreciated
for their tamper proof, excellent clarity and counterfeit. Our tape can be used for sealing a
container or packet with less time consumption for large quantity. And in addition, these
products can be used just like a normal self adhesive tape and provide easy usage during
the packaging.

Application:







Cigarettes
Cards
Food
Medicines
Stationery
Audio-visual products

We offer these products in the following categories:
Shrinkage Tear Tape:
Shrinks at the foundations of other tear tapes
 Enable packing levelling and ignore wrinkles
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Laser Tear Tape:



The laser tear tapes has many kinds of anti counterfeit functions
Available in single or many kinds of anti counterfeit functions in integrative
laser tear tapes, such as Holographic, firework, miniature characters, many
kinds of material compound, poly-genetic chromatography etc.

13. PVC BAG NECK SEALING BUNDLING TAPES
A UPVC film tape coated with a solvent-based rubber adhesive. This product is available in 5
different colours making it an ideal closure system for identification, security, sealing, date
coding, and inventory control applications. PVC produce bundling tape is also highly practical
for bag closure of products such as breads, fish, produce and other food

BUBBLE WRAP ROLL
Managed by our qualified professionals, we bring forth for our customers outstanding
quality Standard Bubble Wrap. The offered bubble wrap is manufactured making use of
high quality raw material and advanced techniques under guidance of talented
professionals as per the set industry standards. This bubble wrap passes through several
checks in order to ensure its quality. The provided bubble wrap is broadly used in different
industries for packaging.

Features:
 Excellent finish.
 Tear resistance.
 Biodegradable
 Moisture proof.
 Protective packaging material
 Corrosion durable
 Non-toxic
 Eco-friendliness.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Material

LDPE

Max width

1.5 mtr

Length

100 mtr

Diameter of bubble

10 mm

Colour

Transparent

Bubble wrap is a pliable transparent plastic material commonly used for packing fragile
items. Regularly spaced, protruding air-filled hemispheres (bubbles) provide cushioning
for fragile items.
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POLYTHENE SHEET ROLLS
Our clients can avail from us a wide range of Polythene Rolls that are manufactured
using high quality raw materials and advanced technology. These rolls possess high
strength, maximum durability and are biodegradable in nature. Customization is provided
in accordance with the client’s specification.
Polythene sheeting is a versatile product used to protect items of all shapes and sizes
from dust, dirt and scrapes whilst in storage or transit, or against damage during
renovation and redecoration. We stock polythene rolls in a range of widths and gauges
enabling you to cut exactly the right amount of plastic sheeting to suit your purpose.
Polythene sheeting on a roll is a useful product for removal and transport companies to
keep in their vehicles for the quick and easy wrapping of furniture and household items.
Heavy duty polythene sheeting is widely used in many outdoor tasks such as
greenhouses and for protection against the elements during building works; we supply
our heavy duty polythene sheeting on a roll for ease of use.

Features:







Light weight
High storage capacity
Tear resistance
Moisture proof
Perfect finish
Unique look

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Material
HDPE / LDPE
Max width
Length
Thickness
Colour

As per customer
Requirement
As per customer
Requirement
As per customer
Requirement
As per customer
Requirement
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PALLET NET STRETCH WRAP
Net wrap for pallet wrapping is Ideal for perishable
and freezer products, including produce & seafood.
Pallet Netting is a tough and rugged knitted
polyethylene wrap designed for holding temperature
sensitive pallet loads. Free air circulation maintains
freshness, prevents condensation and assists quick
refrigeration. Easy cooling, heating, drying or fumigation of palletized goods, the open
mesh design offers unrestricted air flow around the pallet load – minimizing damage or
product spoilage caused by trapped condensation or rapid changes in temperature. It’s
suitable for standard pallet wrapping machines or hand applications.

Advantages of Pallet Netting
• No restriction to air flow
• Performs well in all temperatures
• Labels and printing remain visible
• Retains load during transit
• Easily tied off – no need for clips or fasteners
• Compact for disposal or recycling
• Reduces spoilage due to condensation
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EDGE PROTECTORS
We are offering a wide range of Edge Protector. It is manufactured with ultra-grade raw
material implementing sophisticated technologies so that it can meet with the international
quality standards. It has dual usage and can be used for both machine as well as manual
packaging. During the transportation, it provides high protection to the packaged products.

ADVANTAGES
 Prevent Complaints, Claims And Lost Orders
Our Edge Protector is a low cost, highly effective way to protect your product during
storage or transit. By preventing damages to vulnerable edges and corners, BPC's Edge
Protector stops customer complaints, cuts down rejections, reduces claims and prevents
lost orders.
 Better Protection And Improved Image
Light weight and easy to use, BPC's Edge Protector improves your Company image,
shows customers that you care.
 Ideal For Stretch wrap Systems,
BPC Edge Protector makes pallets highly rigid for better stacking during warehousing or
transit. It is ideal for use with stretchwrap systems, giving tighter wraps with no carton
collapse, and less risk of film puncture at corners.

XL RING DRUMS- HDPE

IPE offers the latest XL-Ring Drums with easier
handling, better stack ability and excellent drop
impact strength. These patented products have set
new standards in bulk packaging. Provided with two
openings of 70mm each and 100% leak-proof, these
drums are suited for packaging liquids and semisolid products, including hazardous chemicals.
The new optimally drainable 200 Liter L-Ring Drum
is a one-piece, closed-head design. It is blow molded
from high molecular weight high density
polyethylene in one operation. There is no risk of
product contamination, even under extreme climatic
conditions.
Capacity & Dimensions (in mm)
Model
220 OPEN DRUMS

Size(Liter)

Dia

Height

Weight

220

585

935

9.2 KG

Features
















Complete emptying - No residue and wastage
Extended XL-Ring for easier handling
Improved sealing arrangements - 100% leak-proof
Internationally accepted designs
Optimum utilization of shipping containers
Varied options for cost-effectiveness
UN Approved
Complete Emptying - No residue, no wastage.
Extended XL-Ring for easier handling.
Improved sealing arrangements - 100% leak proof.
Wide Range.
Internationally acceptable design.
Optimum Utilisation of shipping container.
Varying options for cost effectiveness.
UN approved & quality endorsed by MIPI.

HDPE - OPEN DRUMS

Here’s an easier way to package powder, viscous
and semi-solid products, with our
Open
Top
Drums. They combine safety, cost effectiveness and
operational ease to offer unique advantage to the
users.
This plastic 200 Litre Open - Top Drum is visually
attractive. It is easy for cleaning, and therefore it
improves environmental performance, more
economical in use, and better protection to meet
increasing market demands.

Model

Size(Liter)

Dia

Height

Weight

220 CLOSED DRUMS

220

585

960

9.0 KG

Features


World-standards Open Top Drum designs



Simple closing/opening mechanism with snap-fit clamping ring



Excellent drop impact and stacking strength



Leak-proof



Odorless and non-toxic, best for food products



Right sizes for optimum export container utilization

JERRY CAN- HDPE

IPE Polycans are undoubtedly the strongest, safest and most cost-effective packaging
solutions and are easily the preferred choice over Jerry cans. Specially designed for
extreme handling conditions, they are suited for domestic and export packaging. And are
the latest international trends in packaging.
This small 20/25/30 Liter Jerri can is easy to handle. It is corrosion free, odorless and
nontoxic. Together, they have the dimensional compatibility for loading into the International
Freight Containers.
Model

Size(Liter)

Height

Weight

30L Jerry Can

30

500 mm

1.6 KG

25L Jerry Can

25

435 mm

1.3 KG

20L Jerry Can

20

365 mm

1.1 KG

Features


International design-widely accepted



Zero leakage-sophisticated screw cap with integrated sealing saucer/cup inserts



100% drainable



Pilfer evident sealing arrangement



Re-engineered packs for cost savings



Stackable with or without pallets



Venting/degasification caps available



Optimum space utilization-side handles could be
tucked-in



Large printing area for aesthetic marking



Long life, high resale value



Designed for complete safety and maximum usage
of shipping container.

IPE - BULKTAINER'S
Bulktainer's are Futuristic packaging solutions, designed with exclusive features for
efficient performance even in rugged terrains and rough handling.

Our Bulktainer are built tough and tested to meet stringent testing norms. Over the years we
have acquired the requisite knowledge and experience to ensure optimum security and safe
handling of IBC 's. The IBC's carry most hazardous and precious chemicals across long
stretches of land and water and hence it is imperative to follow basic precautions of blocking
and bracing.

CORRUGATED CARTON BOX
We

are

manufacturing,

supplying,

distributing and wholesaling the Packaging
Material & Boxes. Inclusive of Packaging
Boxes, Corrugated Boxes and Printed
Boxes,
We offer a wide product range. Making use
of the latest technology for manufacturing,
we

keep

packaging

providing

the

products to

most
our

suitable

customers.

Coming with their light weight, high load
bearing capacity and moisture resistant properties, the offered packaging products
are much demanded in the markets.
The corrugated boxes are highly versatile and economical, best value for storage and
shipping. Cardboard boxes are made from 32-ECT (edge crush tested) single-wall
corrugated material.

Features:
 Heavy load bearing capacity
 Quality approved
 Use to pack, ship and store
products
 Easy to set up, load and close
 All dimensions listed are inside
dimensions
 Approved by shipping carriers
 Long functional life

PACKAGING MACHINERIES
Our range of packaging machines are made in compliance with latest industry standards,
using quality approved parts & components.

MANUAL STRAPPING TOOLS FOR POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYESTER STRAP

CP 2000
Manual strapping tool from
mm 9 to 19 PP strap with A
series seal.

BATTERY STRAPPING TOOLS FOR POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYESTER STRAP

CP 007

GT-ONE

Battery strapping tools for PP/PET mm
13/16 strap, friction weld seal - flat and
round surfaces. Max Tension 2000 N Strap thickness from 0,8 to mm 1.
Only 15 min 14V / 3.0 AH LI-ION
battery recharge.

Battery strapping tool for PP / PET
width mm 13,16,19. Thickness mm
0,5/1,10. Max tension=3000 N. Weigh
3,7 Kg, Joint type: friction weld seal. 1
year warranty.

DIGIT POWER 25 HP
Battery strapping tools for PP/PET mm
19/25 strap, friction weld seal - flat and
round surfaces. Max Tension 5000 N Strap thickness mm 1,3. Only 15 min 14V /
3.0 AH LI-ION battery recharge.

PNEUMATIC VIBRATION STRAPPING TOOLS FOR PP AND PET STRAP

FAST/PN LOW TENSION
Pneumatic vibration strapping tool for
PP/PET band mm 16-13-16-19.
Thickness until mm 1 Max tension
3000N

FAST/PN HIGH TENSION
Pneumatic vibration strapping tool for
PET band mm 19-25-32. Thickness
mm 0,8/1,3. Max tension 6000 N.

MANUAL STRAPPING SEALLES TOOLS IDEAL FOR FLAT PACKAGES

SL4

SL5

Sealles manual strapping tool for steel
strap from mm 13/16/19. Max
thickness 0,8mm.

Sealles manual strapping tool for steel
strap from mm 13/16/19. Max
thickness 0,6 mm.

SEMIAUTOMATIC AND AUTOMATIC STRAPPING MACHINES FOR PP STRAP

S 323
Semi-automatic strapping tool for
plastic strap from mm 5 up to 15. It
allows tensioning and automatic
control of strap sealing

A 72
Automatic strapping tool for plastic
strap from mm 9 up to 12. Highly
reliable for long work cycles.

SPEED PACK
Automatic strapping machine for
polypropylene mm 5 strap.

TRANSIT
Automatic conveyorized polypropylene
strapping machine for mm 9/12 strap.

STRAP DISPENSERS

FP 15
Dispenser for plastic strap complete
with container for strapping tool and
seals. Suitable for big coils with inside
diameter from mm 200 up to 405.

GM 15
Dispenser for plastic strap complete
with container for strapping tool and
seals. Suitable for coils with inside
diameter mm 395 or 405.

STRETCH WRAPPING MACHINE
Stretch Wrapping Machine, which is suitable for quick
transporting and storing. The range offered by us is
reckoned for its good adaptability, decreased manpower
and low electricity consumption. Our range has the
capability of loading maximum packages . We also
customize the range in accordance to our clients’ specified
requirement.

Contact Us.
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Tel No: +966 2 6177766 EXT: 225/236
Cell: +966 555 759345
+966 504 608945
Fax: +966 2 6705454
Email: info@packabz.com
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